How to Make Jungle Slime

Materials:
- Liquid starch
- Water
- Clear school glue (You can also use white school glue. Your slime will just be more opaque.)
- Washable liquid watercolors (green, yellow, and gold.)
- Green and gold glitter
- Plastic jungle animals for play (optional)
- Container or tray for playing with slime

What to-do:
1. Add 1/4 cup of water to the containers.
2. Add one individual bottle of clear school glue to the water. Mixed with a plastic spoon until it is smooth.
3. Use the washable liquid water colors and add paint to create the color you want. To create the color of jungle slime, make three separate batches of slime: one green, one yellow/green, and one gold. Then swirled them together.
4. Added either green or gold glitter to the slime and mixed.

5. Pour ½ cup of liquid starch into the mixture. Stir until the mixture thickens. Next use your hands to play with it a bit to help it to mix and come together. If it is still too sticky add a bit more liquid starch. Be sure to check out How to Fix Slime that Didn’t Work if you need help.